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1. Link to strategic directive 

10 points 
possible 

0-10 Student Success: To what degree does the request justify a strategy (through 
one or more of the four college goals) to increase student success?  
0________ ________5________ _____10 
None or                        Linked, but                     Strongly and  
 unclear                          indirectly                        directly linked 

 

2. Student Impact 
25 points 
possible 

0-10 Core Values: To what degree does the request address commitment to Equity, 
Excellence, and Student Learning?  
0________________5___________10 
Minor                             Moderate                   Major 
 

0-10 Student Success/ Achievement Gap:  To what degree does this request target 
closure of achievement gaps for sub-populations of students across any or all five 
student success indicators: Access, Course Completion, Persistence, ESL/Basic Skills 
Completion, Degree/Certificate Completion and Transfer Rate 
 0________________5___________10 
Not                                    Incomplete                Solid 
supported                           support                      support 
 

0-5 
 

 

College Scale:  What is the scale of the potential impact in terms of number and 
percentage of students in the college?  
0________________3_____________5 
Small #                           Moderate#                 Campus-wide 

 

3. Program Impact 
25 points 
possible 

0-10 Consequences: To what degree will the request affect the ability of the 
area/program to continue to operate and function?  
0_________________5_________________10 
0 =Program could function the same without request  
10 = Program could not function  without request  

0-10 Improvement: To what degree will the request have an impact on the identified 
area, allowing the program to improve and/or expand?  
0_________________5_________________10 
0 = no impact  
5 = moderately  improves & expands program, while having an effect on some students 
10 = program could improve in way a that effects the majority of students in the program, and may 
have college-level impact.  

0 -5 How well did the program justify the cost and need of the request? 
0________________5 
Not                                     Highly 
supported                           supported 

 
4. Themes: Qualitative 

What overall themes are found in this 
request? 

Previous themes captured: Proliferation of technology;  
Campus-wide policies for tech and publications; Subject specific 
counseling;  Reassign time; New themes                      

 


